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Smart Documents, Boundless
Mobility with IDP Mobile!



IDP Mobile refers to a technology or application that
facilitates intelligent and automated document processing
through mobile devices like smartphones or tablets. It
encompasses capabilities such as comprehending
unstructured documents and employing artificial intelligence
to capture, analyze, and manage documents seamlessly. Its
versatility enables utilization across diverse settings,
spanning from business to non-business environments, all
while maintaining mobility and convenience.

What canWhat can  

IDP Mobile do?IDP Mobile do?

Document Capture

Discover the convenience of managing your documents with
IDP Mobile! 

With IDP Mobile, you can effortlessly handle both business
and non-business documents right at your fingertips.

Non-business documents such as parking receipts, toll
receipts, gas receipts, or restaurant bills can be swiftly and
efficiently managed. Meanwhile, business documents like ID
cards, Tax IDs, family cards, vehicle registration certificates,
and vehicle licenses can be easily accessed and organized.

Enhance your productivity and efficiency with IDP Mobile!

Users capture images or upload documents to their
mobile device, whether it's a photo of a physical
document or a digital file.

Document Recognition
IDP Mobile employs OCR technology to recognize text
within documents, enabling it to extract information
effectively.

Data Processing
After identifying the text, IDP Mobile processes the data
using programmed algorithms and rules, extracting
information like dates, reference numbers, or monetary
amounts.

Document Understanding
IDP Mobile utilizes artificial intelligence to comprehend the
document's context, including recognizing its type (e.g.,
invoice, contract, or letter) and the relationships between
the information within it.

Validation and Correction
The system automatically validates extracted data for
accuracy and allows users to make corrections if errors
are detected.

Integration with Other Systems
IDP Mobile integrates with document management
software or enterprise systems to connect and
incorporate processed data seamlessly.

Business Process Automation
Extracted document information automates diverse
business processes like financial report generation,
invoicing, and contract approvals.

Document Storage and Management
IDP Mobile aids structured storage and document
management for enhanced accessibility and ease of
management.


